
Bertie, a truck driver, is told by the boss, Percy, to quickly deliver a load of
steel and to get to the location within an hour. Bertie replied, "That's
impossible—I'd have to go 90 miles per hour to do that." Percy said, "Well,
you'd best get started." Not surprisingly, Bertie was stopped by a highway
patrol officer and fined for both speeding and reckless driving. At court,
Bertie told the judge that the ruling should be "not guilty" because Bertie
was only acting upon orders of Bertie’s boss. Is this reasoning correct?
This reasoning is not correct. In this example, Bertie's boss convinces him of breaking the law in order to fulfill his order. Bertie does so, even though he is
aware that this is a wrong action (this is clear from his surprised reaction and reluctance to carry out the order). However, even though Percy asked him to
perform the action, Bertie would still be considered to be guilty due to the fact that he was ultimately the one who carried out an action that was illegal and
dangerous.

If food burns your tongue when you eat it, it because of heat transfer by
How has the ancient Athens democracy influenced American democracy??
What is a indirect object?
List all the factors of each number circle the prime number in your answer. of 3 8 and 11
Read the sentence. Help? I will probably get to the airport on time.

Which is the verb phrase?

get to the

get to the airport on



will get

probably get
Solve u:
(2.8 ? 2.8) ÷ u = 0
This problem has been solved! See the answer
On December 1, Simpson Marketing Company received $2,700 from a customer for a marketing plan to be completed January 31 of the following year. The
cash receipt was recorded as unearned fees. The adjusting entry for the year ended December 31 would include:

a.a debit to Earned Fees for $2,700.
b.a debit to Unearned Fees for $1,350.
c.a credit to Unearned Fees for $900.
d.a credit Earned Fees for $1,800.
e.a debit to Earned Fees for $1,800.
The number 88 is 44% of what number
Which word in the sentence should be capitalized do you think that most americans know the capitals of countries like russia, brazil, and india?

A Americans

B Capitals

C Countries

D You
What are the two major parts of photosynthesis and why is this process important to the ocean?
Rick bought 3 shirts for $18 each, 2 pair of socks for $3.99 a pair, and a pair of slacks for $45.00. The sales tax rate is 8.5%. How much did he pay?
Can anyone give me an example of a Hispanic that have made an important contribution to Miami
Why was West Germany accepted into NATO in 1955? to counterbalance the Western European alliance

to convince East Germany to join NATO

to respond to Stalin's direct threat to attack West Germany

to prevent communism from spreading to West Germany
Which light-sensitive vitamin is abundant in milk?



In which way is the sound of the violin different from the sound of the viol?
How would consuming less than 1200 calories per day impact metabolism?
After extending the width of the compass to approximately 2/3 of the line segment, what is the next step in constructing the segment's perpendicular bisector? A)
Draw an arc above and below the line. B) Draw an arc on both ends of the line segment. C) Place the compass' point on the other end of the line segment. D) Set
the compass' width to approximately 1 2 the length of the segment. Eliminate
Which sentence correctly uses parallel structure? My best friend likes basketball and watching movies. My best friend likes to watch movies and playing
basketball. My best friend likes watching movies and playing basketball. My best friend likes watching movies and to play basketball.

1. Home
2. More Solution
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